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History of Companion Dx

• Prior to formal policy
  – ER/PR to direct therapy?
    • Not approved with a specific drug
  – Her-2/Herceptin
  – c-Kit, EGFR IHC, etc with respective drugs

• Dawning recognition that tests can be drivers of therapy
History of Companion Dx

• Policy needed
  – Patient safety
  – Predictability—plan for device element
  – Support for therapeutic approvals

• Policy creation
  – Change in drug development strategies to account for genetic information
  – PGx, VXDS discussions
  – Drug approvals without explicit direction to test
Changing Landscape of Companion Dx

- Multiple drugs with same/similar indication
- Multiple drugs within disease area
- Potential for “molecular diagnosis”
  - Drugs may cross disease lines easily
- Multiple tests for single disease
- Limited tissue
- Reimbursement
Challenges

• Minimize
  – Number of different tests needed
  – Tissue requirements
  – Incremental regulatory requirements

• Maximize
  – Information content per test
Next Generation Sequencing

• What it is:
  – Collection of technologies that enable rapid, affordable nucleic acid sequencing with improved sensitivity*
  – System: nucleic acid preparation, sequencer/reagents, several levels of software
    • Provide for sample to result capabilities

*theoretical; platform dependent
NGS as Companion Dx

• A model
  – Validated platform used to identify appropriate patients for clinical trial
    • Investigational mode
  – Data submitted to FDA in PMA to establish companion use
    • First PMA contains base set of information
  – Build panel over time, as new markers are identified
  – Single platform used to test for all relevant markers
    • Investigation-to-clinical use simplified
    • One platform needed in a lab to run all tests
  – Standardized, validated (national level?)
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NGS Outstanding Issues

• Sponsor must choose to come to FDA
• Unknown how many platforms could meet FDA Quality System requirements
• Approved test systems tend to be static
  – Versus constant rev cycle of research use
  – Ability to rev at intervals will need to be worked out
• Validate NGS systems against already approved tests
• Can’t substitute for IHC or other non-nucleic acid tests
• Thanks for your attention
• Elizabeth.mansfield@fda.hhs.gov